Directions:
1. On this side, find the colored, numbered labels on the display cases (identified below), and list two things you didn’t know about that event or unit. Write the new-found facts on the lines. The Korean War is given as an example.
2. On the back side, draw a line from the pictured subject to its place on the timeline. The Korean War is used as an example.

47th Infantry Division
Orange Labeled Cases
1 - 11

34th Infantry Division
Orange Labeled Cases
1 - 11

Vietnam War
Green Labeled Cases 1 - 8
White Labeled Cases 28 - 31

Gulf War
White Labeled Cases 32 - 34

World War II
White Labeled Cases 16 - 25

Korean War
White Labeled Cases 26 - 27
"Known as the forgotten war"

Spanish American War
White Labeled Cases 12 - 13

World War I
White Labeled Cases 14 - 15
Yellow Labeled Cases 1 - 13

Teacher Notes:
Timeline pages can be duplicated back-to-back to save paper. They can also be used independently. Having a museum floor plan will help students locate the information faster.

Forts on the Frontier
Fort Ripley Established
White Labeled Cases 1 - 6 and 35 -36

Civil War
White Labeled Cases 8 - 11